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Why is SP52948 wasting Admin Fund for paying invoices for other
strata complexes? 

Here are two recent examples, which obviously was not properly checked by BCS or any member of the Executive Committee. 

Who approved payments for SP4998 and SP35756 at Ryde and Epping:

Is there anyone at BCS who has any knowledge of book-keeping and accounting? But that is not unusual or unexpected. 

Here are some of angry comments from the EC member of SP52948 in the past:

http://www.nswstratasleuth.id.au/Raine-and-Horne-Strata-Sydney-BCS-and-Attacked-by-EC-for-Bad-Accounting.pdf

http://www.nswstratasleuth.id.au/Raine-and-Horne-Strata-Sydney-BCS-and-Attacked-by-EC-for-Bad-Accounting.pdf


Why is BCS not enforcing warranties for repeated repairs at high 
cost to owners corporation

An example of 14 visits to Lot 191, totalling almost $11,000.00 in period of just three and a half years.  There are many similar 

issues with substandard repairs and workmanship in the complex. Who manages the service providers and why are shonky 

repairs continuing?



Garden beds status and waste of common funds for sub-standard
repairs 

BCS Strata Management falsely reported that they were repaired and repainted in 2013 at cost of $5,170.00 (GST inclusive) as 

allegedly approved at EC meeting held on 28th of August 2013:

The real cost doubled and invoices paid to Pierre Brush were never disclosed to owners:

Not only that, but much more work was done since then by other service providers, including Howard West Builder. Making the 

total costs of garden bed repairs in period of two years close to $18,000.00.

Howard West Builder is using a unique substandard method by nailing metal plates on the front side of damaged garden beds 

without proper remediation work, leaving inner side of the bed exposed to water penetration, concrete cancer and movement as

pictures show:

 



 

 



Much better and comprehensive quote by Robertson Painting was rejected based on false premise that Pierre Brush would 

be cheaper and better.



Had original quote and professional approach by Robertson painting been accepted, not only we would have saved good money, 

but the garden beds would have long-term maintenance-free status.

Even a single photo of a building taken on 29th of June 2015 tell a story of neglect:



What has BCS done in regards to one-week fault with telephone 
lines and poor repairs by Telstra in May-June 2015

Now that it is well-known that NBN was removed from schedule for our street, good status of phone lines and ADSL is of 

utmost importance. Did BCS log a complaint with Telecommunications Ombudsman?

What is the EC and BCS doing about organising extra lines into the complex (as originally asked by close to 10% of owners).



Status of illegal ISP BigAir (old WHome) service running in the 
complex without benefits to owners corporation and failing to 
comply with the contract for 10 years 

Provide details of report to Telecommunications Ombudsman, as per minutes of EC meeting held in March 2015.



Status of illegal and unauthorized use of public land for car space
towards M2

It all started through covert plan to acquire public land towards M2 Motorway in 2011, which the Executive Committee and 

Raine and Horne Strata Sydney BCS tried to push without general meeting by using illegally-approved Special By-Law:

City of Ryde rejected the request for acquisition of public property because it was registered as recreational land.

By the way, all General Meetings in last 15 years are illegal due to lack of quorum and other non-compliances with SSMA 1996.

This decision to install new gate towards M2 was solely made by two people, who knew very well the consequences of this one-

sided action: 

In early 2014, the new gate was silently installed at undisclosed cost (owners never learned about real expenses and needs for 

it):

As of April 2015, the gates were opened permanently, without being monitored.



Ryde Council was notified and they were appalled that nobody asked them for permission. In addition, they visited the site and 

in email confirmed that they would take action.

Reasons why the use of public lantd was not appropriate was emailed to maintenance staff and City of Ryde, who shared it with 

the committee members and BCS Strata Management. City of Ryde responded with investigation about it.

BEGIN QUOTE
Back in October 2014 I complained about serious Fire Safety issues in the complex at Macquarie Park. Since then, strata 
manager (Raine & Horne Strata Sydney BCS) and the Executive Committee silently spent over $25,000.00 on fixing the 
problems. That is good for everybody's sake. I also note that your representative visited the buildings recently.

There are number of other OH&S issues in the complex, but that is another story.

I have two more problems to report that concern me and other owners:

a) As of April 2015, the gate between M2 land strip and the complex was opened under alleged wish to help owners obtain 
access to extra car spaces.

In 2011, without any consultation with owners corporation or real needs, strata manager and the EC attempted to purchase 
the land between our complex and M2 motorway.

The response from your Council was correct (see attachment).

All of a sudden, the gate between the complex and that strip of land is kept opened 24 hours day.

At this stage, this decision was solely made by single committee member and maintenance staff, without any consultation 
with owners corporation. There are so many more important issues in the complex...

Nobody in the complex is even aware of this car park.

And here are the concerns:

1. Did City of Ryde approve such usage of public land to SP52948 at Fontenoy Road recently?

2. Because there is only one gate (wide enough for a single car only) means of ingress and egress and means of movement 
provided or to be provided within this "car park" are certainly not satisfactory without additional costs (our complex has 
some huge projects PENDING to resolve roof leakage problems, elevator upgrades and building painting and we do not have 
enough money for them).

In case of accidents, who will be guilty? Will Ryde Council take responsibility for issues on public property?

3. This gate is currently not monitored or managed at any time.
There are no security cameras, and the "backdoor" increases risk of intruder attacks.

The lighting in the evening is insufficient (as my photos show).

4. Since there is already plenty of free space to park cars along the Fontenoy Road, why would owners abuse public property 
for little benefit.

5. Internal design of parking facilities and system of traffic management are satisfactory within the complex. Owners bought 
their properties with clear understanding how many car spaces they get in their own garages.

6. The strip of land for proposed "car park" does not have adequate provision for the management of storm water and the 
minimization of stormwater pollution.

7. Who and how will manage the maximum number of cars to be accommodated in this public space?
8. The complex has more than 26,000 square meters of land and there are other possibilities to add extra car spaces if 
deemed so necessary.

9. Parking cars in public land in the strip between M2 and the complex diminishes privacy of owners in the buildings because 
they would be exposed to additional unrestricted viewing. None of the owners would like it.

http://www.nswstratasleuth.id.au/Macquarie-Gardens-photos/gallery/index.php?/category/12


       10. There is nothing to stop any other driver to drive through the complex and use this property.

b) In March 2015 and May 2015, large branches fell on public land in Fontenoy Road.

In both cases, pedestrians and cars pass along this road all the time. It is a miracle that nobody got injured.

My question: who will be guilty if somebody gets hurt or even more serious incident happens. Number of trees in the 
complex require good pruning or replacement, but the actions are slow.

In the 2004 case of BCS Strata Management vs Robinson (another strata complex), the strata manager attempted to defend 
their actions by claiming protection under indemnity. The facts of the case are as follows:

    Mrs. Robinson had injured herself in a lift,
    The floor of the lift did not settle level with the floor of the building. It dropped down some 18cm,
    When Mrs. Robinson stepped into the lift, she fell and injured her leg,
    Mrs. Robinson sued the Owners Corporation and BCS Strata Management,
    Mrs. Robinson won her case in the lower court and it was appealed in the Supreme Court,
    Mrs. Robinson claimed that the Owners Corporation and the Strata Manager had breached
    their duty under section 62 of the Strata Schemes Management Act 1996,
    The Owners Corporation and BCS cross claimed against each other. One of the claims by BCS
    was that they were indemnified under their managing agent’s agreement.

http://www.nswstratasleuth.id.au/BCS-Strata-Management-v-Robinson-NSW-Court-of-Appeal-2004.pdf
END QUOTE

A few photos of the illegal usage of public land and unmonitored backyard gate at night:







Inequitable water and gas reimbursements to selective 
townhouse owners continue to be applied against Special By-
Law…

… 14 years without any approval at general meeting or disclosure in accounting figures.

For FY 2015 (incomplete financial year), here is the current status, assuming that BCS is not hiding some invoices. Again, only 16 

out of 26 owners claimed expenses in a very uneven manner, with some claiming excessive usage and for periods going as far as 

three years ago. This is direct non-compliance with Special By-Law 13:

Lot 198 $1,823.09

Lot 205 $868.29

Lot 197 $862.40

Lot 194 $842.06

Lot 206 $838.52

Lot 199 $736.31

Lot 202 $697.04

Lot 217 $659.02

Lot 209 $596.56

Lot 200 $464.73

Lot 203 $445.25

Lot 201 $422.84

Lot215 $401.03

Lot 210 $223.19

Lot 213 $218.65
Lot 203 $206.09

In addition, who approved that electricity usage reimbursement for specific owner in June 2015? 



Proper levies to apply to long-serving member of the committee 
who had second gas connection since 1999, as confirmed in 
minutes of EC meeting at the time 

Email to BCS Strata Management was unanswered on 8th of June 2015. The message had title:

REQUEST For Proof of Second Gas Connection Payments of Levies for Previous Years by Lot 181

As per Special By-Law introduced in rush in late 2013, it is only fair that every owner is treated equally, so Lot 181 should 

reimburse owners corporation for the past years (only a few years he paid for).



Building painting of Block B not started yet

…after roof membrane in Block B was repaired with limited warranty of only five years (not as single committee member claimed

15 years), did not start yet. 

Why, when the complex status is worse than ever before? Doing one building at a time allows for funds to be recuperated in a 

timely manner through levy collections.

Reminder for forgetful owners and EC members, as listed in EC minutes for meeting held on 12th of February 2014:

But that is only small part of large expenses looming for the owners. Six professional reports (undisclosed to owners) costing 

more than $16,000.00 in last three years show serious needs for repairs.



Provide full disclosure of who approved and why was it hidden in 
all financial reports at AGM 2014 that owners corporation took 
cash advance of above $20,000.00 from PICA (parent company of 
BCS) in August/September 2014, and paid back six months later

How much did such secretive deal influence the win of strata management contract? That is especially dubious because BCS 

Strata Management refused to provide alleged tenders for strata management contract, in spite of paid SSMA 1996 S108. It even 

seems that SP52948 is even running of money in the Admin Fund to cover the reoccurring expenses:

In August 2014, owners corporation took an undisclosed cash advance from PICA (parent company of Raine & Horne Strata 

Sydney BCS). 

 

This invoice was paid with SIX MONTH DELAY, and undisclosed to owners corporation at AGM 2014 on 26th of November or at 

any time since then:

 

Committee members and Strata Manager are silent about this borrowing.

Was there any interest paid on it? If so, who approved it and how much?

Was the money taken out of Sinking Fund because the Admin Fund was completely exhausted due to many-years of neglected 

planning? If so, SSMA 1996 Section 71 must apply:

71 What money can be paid out of the sinking fund? 
(1) An owners corporation must not pay any money from its sinking fund except for the purpose of: 
(a) payments of the kind for which estimates have been made under section 75 (2), or 
(b) payments made in accordance with this Division on a distribution of a surplus in the fund. 
(2) However, an owners corporation may disburse money by transfer from its sinking fund to its administrative fund or by 
meeting from its sinking fund expenditure that should have been met from its administrative fund if the owners corporation 
complies with subsection (3). 
(3) The owners corporation must, not later than 3 months after the disbursement, make a determination under section 76 (1) of 
an amount sufficient to recoup the amount of the disbursement.

Strata Community  Australia Chairperson is CEO of PICA (parent company of BCS Strata Management).



Roof membranes on Block A and D not repaired yet

Some patchwork was done on repairs of various units (water leaks and wall rendering) and roofs.

That is, however, far away from proper remediation work. Roof membranes on Block A and D have not been done or even 

started yet. Who is responsible for these extensive delays?

Who is delaying proper maintenance of common property and with what rights?



Provide owners with details of Department of Fair Trading case 
7563482 

It was raised it because BCS failed to provide service as per paid SSMA 1996 S108. Because it is not an official case, SP52948 

cannot use any paid legal advice because I am directly exposing BCS and there is indisputable evidence that Mr. Russell Young 

tried to pay back the money because he knew none of the requested documents were provided.



Response about pergolas being registered as common property is
still missing

Department of Land was notified about secret plan by EC member to register it (he asked about costs of engaging Solicitor Mr. 

Adrian Mueller again). In response, Department of Land advised to report it to police as well.

This question and attempts to get access to files as per paid SSMA 1996 S108 is outstanding for five years!

The following evidence shows how much BCS Strata Management has done so far…

 



Hot Water System for Block D expenses of $46,200.00 in June 2015 – High costs looming for other Buildings

Ongoing problems with hot water boilers and expenses for temporary repairs are no longer justified and serious 

comprehensive fixes are urgently needed.

Here is the notice in Block D on 1st of June 2015:



Provide details of all quotes (single one is not valid for large expenses, as EC refused to deal even with two quotes for

repairs of water damages and walls in March 2015).

Here is a quote from Roseriver Pty Ltd dated 28th of May 2015. As usual, owners are not given a copy of it:

 

The invoice was paid two weeks after work completion:



Other building blocks (A, B, and C) await similar major repairs.



Official status of owners/visitors (ab)using common space for 
long-term parking

Several owners/tenants continue to abuse common carpark space and practically grabbed it for private use at all times. N 

other complexes, it either calls for special levies to be imposed on such owners or orders given to vacate the common 

property and use it sparing so that other people can share it.

Here is one example of almost continuous abuse of common property that has been happening for many years:

If common carpark space is meant to be permanently used for anyone who parks the car first, then any owner and visitor 

can grab the opportunity to bring their cars and leave them on common property without anyone being able to challenge it.

If several parties have the decency to be so ignorant, then let everybody have the same right of abuse.



Real cost for sliding doors repair in Block A of $4,791.75 in June 
2015 – Buildings B and C awaiting same issues due to obsolete 
equipment

Electrical motors and related equipment for sliding doors at entrances of the four buildings are ageing and spare parts 
are almost impossible to find. The equipment is too old.

First major work was done in 2013, when entrance sliding doors at Block D were not operational for several weeks 
until parts were manufactured:

The same problem occurred in Block A. Entrance doors was not properly functioning for 24 days:



Not only the doors were not functioning, but security of the buildings was endangered because it was not protected by 
any security personnel at all times as this photo in the evening shows:

Five attempts to repair the siding doors in Block A incurred total costs of $4,791.75 (GST inclusive):

Allgate advised that all four buildings require significant investment to replace electrical motors, end-gear, and other 
related equipment. 

Block D had it replaced two years ago and Block B and C will face the same issue in the near future.



Rusting Treadmill in Basement

For several months now, ugly treadmill is rusting in the basement. It will almost certainly not be used in the complex 

again. Two visitors were shocked by seeing such ugly display of dead equipment in the garage area recently and they 

alerted me about it.

Remove please.



Protruding Rusting in the Ceiling in Pool Area and Unsightly 
Mirrors

Mirrors in rooms in the pool area need replacement. They are unsightly and look very ordinary and neglected.

Ceiling in the pool area has multiple signs of protruding iron or rusting metal. Not only might it be a health hazard, but 
also points towards neglect of the property:
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